
Terms and Conditions New Customer Promotions 

 

From time to time Trade Republic organizes special promotions for New Customers. Three of these 

promotions are (1) the so-called Free Stock Promotion and (2) the so-called Promo Code Promotion 

(hereinafter also referred to individually as the "Promotion" and jointly as the “Promotions”). When 

establishing the customer relationship, Trade Republic will indicate whether such a Promotion will be 

held. The Promotions are only valid for new customers of Trade Republic. Each New Customer can 

only redeem one Promotion. 

 

1. In the case of the Free Stock Promotion, the New Customer is allocated with stocks and/or a 

fraction of stocks randomly selected from a certain pool of stocks with a value ranging from 

5.00 EUR to 200.00 EUR at the time of allocation (hereinafter referred to as the "Premium"). 

Due to the time difference between the time of allocation and the time of the stock purchase, 

the value of the stock (fraction) may in exceptional cases be outside the specified value range. 

 

2. In the case of the Promo Code Promotion, the New Customer will be allocated with a stock 

and/or a fraction of stocks randomly selected from a certain pool of stocks with a value 

ranging from 5.00 EUR to 200.00 EUR at the time of allocation or an exchange-traded fund 

(hereinafter referred to as the "ETF”) randomly selected from a certain pool of ETFs with a 

value ranging from 5.00 EUR to 200.00 EUR at the time of allocation, after the New Customer 

has entered a promotion code (hereinafter referred to as a "Promo Code”) during onboarding 

(hereinafter referred to as the "Premium"). Due to the time difference between the time of 

allocation and the time of the stock/ETF purchase, the value of the stock (fraction)/ETF 

(fraction) may in exceptional cases be outside the specified value range. 

  

3. A right to one of the Premiums allocated to the New Customer only arises after the New 

Customer has opened a custody account with Trade Republic and the condition(s) that trigger 

the Premium have been fulfilled (hereinafter individually the "Condition" and jointly as the 

“Conditions”). The current Condition(s) that trigger the Premium are displayed in the app. 

Insofar as a display of the Premium is already made in the app prior to the Conditions being 

fulfilled, this is merely a premium opportunity allocated to the New Customer. If, in the case 

of the Free Stock Promotion and Promo Code Promotion, the Conditions are not completed 

by the close of the 21st calendar day after the day on which the New Customer completed the 

account opening, then the right opportunity to entitlement to either of the Premium 

opportunities shall lapse. The New Customer is not obliged to perform transactions on the 

custody account. 

 

4. Customers who are or cannot be accepted because, for example, because they do not reside 

in the country or are younger than 18 years of age, or whose funds are rejected, cannot 

participate in the Promotions and will not receive a Premium. The same applies to customers 

who have already been Trade Republic customers in the last six months. If the account has 

already been terminated prior to the receipt of payment, the entitlement to either the 

Premium will not apply. 

 



5. In the case of the Free Stock Promotion and Promo Code Promotion the customer already 

instructs Trade Republic to buy the stock (fraction)/ETF (fraction) allocated to him upon 

Receipt of Payment on the connected exchange LSX or - if there is a trading failure on LSX - on 

the connected emergency trading venue. Trade Republic thus executes a commission 

transaction for the customer. This is executed either on the day of Receipt of Payment or at 

the latest on the second following banking day. This means that the customer purchases the 

stocks (fractions)/ETF (fractions) at the then current stock exchange price. With this purchase 

price, the stocks (fractions)/ETF are also recognized for tax purposes. The payment of the 

stock (fraction)/ETF (fraction) on the stock exchange for the customer is taken over by Trade 

Republic and in this respect Trade Republic waives its claim for reimbursement of expenses 

arising from the right of commission. For the purchase transaction, Trade Republic also 

reimburses any costs incurred by Trade Republic, in particular the third-party fee. 

 

6. The commission transactions referenced in Sec. 5 are subject to the Online Brokerage 

Framework Agreement and the associated Special Terms and Conditions. Fractions of stocks 

are treated like fractions resulting from a securities savings plan (cf. Appendix 2.4 to the Online 

Brokerage Framework Agreement - Special Terms and Conditions for the Savings Plan). These 

therefore do not entitle the holder, for example, to attend the annual general meeting, 

exercise voting rights, etc.  

  

7. The ex-ante cost information of the securities purchase, in the case of the Free Stock 

Promotion and Promo Code Promotion can be found in Annex 1.  

 

8. The Promotions do not entail any legally binding obligation on the part of Trade Republic. 

Trade Republic reserves the right to modify or terminate the Promotions at any time without 

prior notice and without giving reasons. 

 

9. If the transaction to purchase either of the Premiums is cancelled due to a mistrade or other 

reasons, the customer will be credited the corresponding equivalent value in cash instead of 

the Premium. 

 

10. The law of the Federal Republic of Germany applies. The organizer of the Promotions is Trade 

Republic Bank GmbH, Ernst-Schneider-Platz 1, 40212 Düsseldorf, Germany.  

 

 

Annex 1: Ex-ante cost information 

 

https://assets.traderepublic.com/assets/files/free_stock_promotion_ex-ante_nl.pdf
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